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Lecture 2: Computational Notion of Security
Lecturer: Stanislaw Jarecki

1 LECTURE SUMMARY

We introduce the notion ofcomputationalsecurity, in contrast to theperfectsecurity of last lec-
ture, which was an information-theoretic, rather than computational notion. We review the notions
of algorithm running time, assymptotic notation, and polynomial time algorithms. We introduce
notions ofefficientalgorithms,negligible probabilities, andadversarial advantagein attacking a
cryptosystem. We exemplify these notions with an example ofcomputational security definition for
(private-key) encryption, namely theindistinguishabilityof encryption.

2 Computational Notion of Secrecy for Encryption

In the last lecture we saw that theperfect secrecydefinition for encryption can be satisfied only
by ciphers whose keys are as long as the messages they encrypt. With the computational notion
of secrecy we try to preserve the spirit of Shannon’s perfectsecrecy notion, but we relax it in two
fundamental ways, which in the end allows us to actually satisfy this notion with some practical
algorithms.

Recall that we called a cipherperfectly secretif for every pair of messagesm0,m1 ∈ M and
ciphertextc we have

Prob
k←K

[Enc(k,m0) = c] = Prob
k←K

[Enc(k,m1) = c]

In other words, if encryptions ofm0 look exactly the sameas encryptions ofm1.
The computational version of this definition will say that for every messagesm0,m1, for every

efficient algorithmsA, the adversarial advantage ofA in distinguishing encryptions ofm0 from
encryptions ofm1 is negligibly small, i.e.

| Prob
k←K

[A(m0,m1, c) = 1 | c← Enc(k,m0)] −Prob
k←K

[A(m0,m1, c) = 1 | c← Enc(k,m1)] | < ǫ

for some negligibly smallǫ.
What do we mean by “efficient algorithm” and “negligibly small” factor? By “efficient algo-

rithm” we meanprobabilistic polynomial time. The next section reviews what probabilistic polyno-
mial time algorithms are, and recalls some associated notation.

3 Review of Algorithm Analysis

First somenotation (you can skip this now and only refer to it as needed):
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• By Z we denote the set of integers, byN the naturals (i.e. positive integers plus zero), and by
R the set of real numbers. Note thatN ⊂ Z ⊂ R.

• If D,R are sets, we denote functionsf from domainD to rangeR asf : D → R. For
example,f : N→ [0, 1] is a function from naturals to the interval between0 and1.

• We’ll denote assignment of a random variable according to some distribution with the← sign.
For example, byb ← {0, 1} we denote the event of picking a random element in set{0, 1}
and assigning its value to variableb. In other words, in this caseb is a random bit.

• By Prob[A | B] we denote the conditional probability that eventA happens given that event
B happens. For example,Prob[b = 1 | b← {0, 1}] = 1/2, because that’s the probability that
a random bit is equal to one.

• By {a | cond(a)} we denote a set of all elementsa which meet conditioncond(a). For
example,{a | ∃i∈Z a = 2i} is a set of all even numbers.

• By [a1, a2, ..., an] we’ll denote a sequence of elementsa1, a2, ..., an. Especially ifai’s are
binary strings or bits, sometimes we’ll equate such sequence with the string which is a con-
catenation of these elements, denoteda1|a2|...|an or [a1|a2|...|an].

• If a is a binary string, say of lengthn, then byai, for i ∈ [1, .., n] we’ll denote thei-th bit of
a. This way we can rewritea as[a1|a2|...|an]. By a[i..j], for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we’ll denote the
substring[ai|ai+1|...|aj ] of a.

• If A is a set,An stands for set of sequences, eachn-element long, of which every element is
a member of setA, i.e.An = {[a1|a2|...|an] | ∀i ai ∈ A}. For example,{0, 1}n is a set of all
binary strings of lengthn. We’ll use similar notaton for sequences formed by repeating some
element, for example1n denotes a sequence ofn ones.

• By A∗ we denote the unionA∗ = ∪i∈N Ai. For example,{0, 1}∗ is a string of all binary
strings, including the empty string, sometimes denotedǫ.

• If s is a binary string then by|s| we mean thelengthof s, e.g.|010| = 3. If S is a set then
by |S| we mean thecardinality of S, i.e. the number of elements inS, e.g.|{010, 011}| = 2.
Using this notation, note that|{0, 1}n| = n and for everys ∈ {0, 1}n we have|s| = n.

Now somedefinitions:

Definition 1 [computing a function] An algorithmA computes a functionf : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗

if on any inputx ∈ {0, 1}, it outputsf(x). (We assume that inputs and outputs are binary strings.)

Definition 2 [probabilistic algorithm] An algorithm isprobabilisticif it sometimes casts a random
coin and decides what to do next on the basis of it.

Definition 3 [algorithm running time] Algorithm A runs in timeTA : N → N if A runs for at
mostTA(n) steps when executed on any inputx of lengthn.

Definition 4 [big O notation] If f, g : N → R then we say thatg upper-boundsf , and we denote
it f = O(g), if there exists constantc > 0 s.t.f(n) < cg(n) for all n > 0.
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Definition 5 [big Θ notation] If f, g : N → R then we say thatg lower-boundsf , and we denote
it f = Θ(g), if there exists constantc > 0 s.t.f(n) > cg(n) for all n > 0.

Definition 6 [polynomial time algorithm] We call algorithmA polynomial timeif there exists a
polynomialp(·) s.t. the running time functionTA of A is upper bounded byp, i.e. if TA = O(p). In
other words, if there existsc > 0 s.t.TA(n) < c ∗ p(n) for all n.

An equivalent definition is thatA is poly-time if there exists constantd s.t.TA(n) = O(nd).

Definition 7 [efficient algorithm] We’ll call an algorithmefficient if it is probabilistic polynomial-
time, denoted “PPT”.

4 Negligible Probability

Second, what do we mean by “negligible factor”, i.e. how small do we needǫ to be? We want
this probability be a fast decreasing function of the security parameter. The function should be
decreasing fast enough that if we wantedǫ to be smaller than any particular very small amount we
want, for example1/280, we would like it to be true for some reasonable security parametersτ
that ǫ(τ) < 1/280. A standard way of capturing such notion ofreasonablesecurity parameter is
to require thatǫ(τ) is smaller than any inverse polynomial. For example,ǫ(τ) = 1/2τ is such a
function, in which caseǫ(τ) < 1/280 for τ ≥ 80. This gives rise to the following definition of a
negligible function:

Definition 8 [negligible function] We call a functionǫN→ [0, 1] negligibleif for everyconstantc
there exists some pointn0 s.t. after that point, i.e. for alln ≥ n0, we have

ǫ(n) <
1

nc

For example, functionǫ(n) = 1
2n is negligiblebecause after some pointn0, everyn > n0 satisfies

n
log n

> c, which implies that2n > nc, and hence that12n < 1
nc .

Where did1/2−80 come from? Because if a single experiment is succesful with probability
p then you need to repeat it aboutp times to have reasonable probability, about1/2, of really
succeeding in the experiment. Therefore, if it’s known thatthe best reasonably fast algorithm suc-
ceeds with probability at mostp = 1/280 against some cryptosystem then you’d need to repeat it
1/p = 280 times to break the cryptosystem with probablity1/2, and if you repeat it just a little more
(1/p∗ log(1/p), which in this case is280 ∗80 ≈ 280+6) then only then you will break the cryptosys-
tem with probability almost1. (Try to work out the math for yourself!) And, finally, algorithms that
run for 280 steps indeed seem infeasible, given the current mips/priceratio, for about the next ten
years.

5 Relation of Computational Secrecy to Perfect Secrecy

From now on, by a (private-key) encryption schemeΣ we call a triple ofefficient algorithms
(KGen,Enc,Dec) where
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• KGen picks a key on input of thesecurity parameterτ encoded in unary, i.e. onτ -long string
of 1’s. (The reason we do that is to formally allow polynomial time in the security parameter
to pick the key.)

• The encryption and decryption algorithms are such that for all k ← KGen(1τ ), for all m ∈
{0, 1}∗, if c← Enc(k,m) thenm← Dec(k, c).

Note that unlike in the previous lecture, we don’t define the message space (also, the key space is
impilicitely defined as the outputs ofKGen). The reason is that we want the encryption to work on
all binary strings, i.e. from now onM = {0, 1}∗.

Let’s look at the definition ofperfectly secretcipher again. It required that for every pair of
messagesm0,m1 and ciphertextc we have

Prob
k←K

[Enc(k,m0) = c] = Prob
k←K

[Enc(k,m1) = c]

Another way to state it is that for everym0,m1, the following two random distributions are the
same:

{c}k←K,c←Enc(k,m0) ≡ {c}k←K,c←Enc(k,m1)

i.e. if the distibution of ciphertexts resulting from picking a random key and encryptingm0 is the
same as the distribution of ciphertexts resulting from picking a random key and encryptingm1.

Note that adding the messagesm0,m1 themselves to the view does not change anything. Also,
since instead of just picking keys at random from some distributionK the keys are generated by an
efficient algorithmKGen(1τ ), we rewrite the above requirement as

{(m0,m1, c)}k←KGen(1τ ),c←Enc(k,m0) ≡ {(m0,m1, c)}k←KGen(1τ ),c←Enc(k,m1)

Now we can see that thefirst computational relaxation of the above is that rather than requiring
that ciphertexts ofm0 and ciphertexts ofm1 are distributedidenticially, we can only require that
no efficient algorithmcan tell a difference between these two types of ciphertexts, i.e. that for every
PPTA, the distributions ofoutputs ofA are the same in the two cases:

{A(m0,m1, c)}k←KGen(1τ ),c←Enc(k,m0) ≡ {A(m0,m1, c)}k←KGen(1τ ),c←Enc(k,m1)

Since we can assume that an attacker algorithmA outputs1 if it thinks that ciphertextc is more
likely to be an encryption ofm1 and0 if it thinks that c looks more like an encryption ofm0, we
can rewrite the above requirement as follows:

Prob
k←KGen(1τ )

c←Enc(k,m0)

[A(m0,m1, c) = 1] = Prob
k←KGen(1τ )

c←Enc(k,m1)

[A(m0,m1, c) = 1]

Note that the above equation compares the probability thatA returns a “false posititive” judgment
by outputing1 on encryption ofm0, with the probability thatA returns a “true positive” judgment
by outputing1 on encryption ofm1. If the two probabilities are the same then indeedA is useless
as a test that is supposed to determine whetherc is an encryption ofm0 rather thanm1!

Stating things in this way leads us to thesecond relaxation: Namely, instead of requiring that
the false positives and true positives have thesameprobability, we can require that the difference
between these two probabilies is anegligible functionnegl : N→ [0, 1] of the security paramater.

This leads to the following definition:
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Definition 9 (indistinguishable encryption) We call an encryption schemeΣ indistinguishableif
for all PPT algorithmsA and all polynomialsp(·) there exists a negligible functionǫ(·) s.t. for
all security parametersτ , for all message pairsm0,m1 s.t. |m0| = |m1| < p(τ), theadversarial
advantageAdvA defined as follows is smaller thanǫ(τ):

AdvA = | Prob
k←KGen(1τ )

c←Enc(k,m0)

[A(m0,m1, c) = 1] − Prob
k←KGen(1τ )

c←Enc(k,m1)

[A(m0,m1, c) = 1] | ≤ ǫ(τ)

Some remarks:

(1) Why are we requiring that the two messagesm0,mq be of equal length? This means that we
give up on asking the encryption scheme to hide the message length. In other words, we allow the
adversary to tell, given a ciphertext, how long the plaintext message was. Therefore, if|m0| and
|m1| were allowed to be different in this definition, the adversary would trivially “break” reasonable
encryption schemes by easily distinguishing encryptions of some very shortm0 from encryptions
of some much longerm1. And why do we not care to hide the message length? In fact some
applications might care, in which case you have to strengthen the security requirement and make
sure your encryption is message-length hiding. However, the only way to do that would be to create
large overheads for short messages. And since most of the time people don’t require this type of
security, they also don’t want to pay the unnecessary price of the overhead in ciphertext length.

(2) Why is the message length bounded by a polynomial? Because otherwise the definition wouldn’t
make sense because the definition would then end up making an unreasonable requirement that
encryption is secure against even adversaries running in more than polynomial time. To enforce
that A runs in time polynomial in the security parameter, we have tolimit the size ofA’s inputs
themselves to size polynomial in the security parameter. Otherwise, for example ifA’s inputs were
allowed to be of size2τ , thenA would be given also at least2τ time to run, sinceA is PPT, i.e. it
runs in in time polynomialin the length of its input. Since such amount of time would usually allow
A to break the cryptosystem by just finding the private key (in many cryptosystem the security
parameterτ is simply the length of the private key), we cannot hope to fend off a distinguishing
attackA which is allowed to work for this amount of time.

Also, if messages are sent back and forth by realistic communication components (computers,
PDAs, etc), then the total length of the messages they send must be, by definition, computable by
an efficient machine, and we assume that this is polynomial inthe security parameter, although this
polynomial might be pretty large.

6 Consequences of Indistinguishability

Notice that there often will exist some efficient algorithmA which will have a negligible but non-
zero advantageAdvA in distinguishing encryptions ofm0,m1. For example, given(m0,m1, c), A
could just guess the keyk output byKGen(1τ ) by picking a random keyk′, running the decryption
algorithm m′ = Dec(k′, c), and outputing “one” ifm = m1, and “zero” otherwise. Note that
since the key generation algorithm must be itself efficient,the keys it outputs can be no longer than
p(τ) for some polynomialp(·). Therefore,A which just guessesk at random will be succesful with
probability at least1/2p(τ), in which caseAdvA of definition 9 will be at least1/2p(τ) too. However,
sincep(·) is a polynomial, this advantage is a negligible function ofτ .
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However, what happens if one repeats some efficient attack algorithmA for polynomialy-many
times (sayp(τ) times) and tries to accumulate the votes given by each run ofA (note that each
time A is run, we can assume that it votes either “zero” or “one”, itsdecision as to whetherc is
more likely an encryption ofm0 or m1)? Let’s call this new attackA′. If A takes polynomial time
then so doesA′, becauseT imeA′ = p(τ) ∗ T imeA. However, assuming thatAdvA is non-zero
but negligible, can the advantage ofA′ be more than negligible? In other words, can we boost the
negligiblysuccessful attack into anon-negligiblysuccessful one by mere repetition? The answer is
“no!”, but we’ll skip the argument because it’s too technical.

However, we can gain some insight into it by asking a related question: If the advantage ofA is
not negligible but pretty small, we can show that this type of repeated run ofA can boost this small
advantage into an overwhelming one. We’ll see that if on other handAdvA is negligible then this
boosting method fails.

Fact 10 If an attackA has a small but non negligible advantage in breaking indistinguishability
of encryption, there is an attackA′ which runsA polynomialy many times (and takes the majority
vote) which has anoverwhelmingadvantage in breaking the indistinguishability of the encryption
scheme.

By “overwhelming”, we mean so great than1− 2−τ , i.e. “negligibly close” to1 (because func-
tion 2−τ is negligible).

Proof: We’ll use Chernoff bound to show this. The Chernoff bound tells you that if you taken
independent samples of a random variableVi whose expected value isµ then the probability that
the average taken of thesen runs, i.e.V/n whereV =

∑n
i=1 Vi, is farther thanǫ from µ, is bounded

by inverse exponential inǫ2 andn. In particular,

Prob[V/n > µ + ǫ] ≤ 2−2ǫ2n

Assume, for simplicity, that the probability thatA outputs “one” on encryption ofm1 is 1/2+ δ
while the probability that it outputs “one” on encryption ofm0 is 1/2 − δ. SinceAdvA = (1/2 +
δ) − (1/2 − δ) = 2δ is negligible, it must be thatδ is a negligible function ofτ . DefineVi as the
output ofi’th run of A on encryption ofm0. The value of eachVi is either1 or 0, and its expected
value isµ = 1/2− δ.

The probability thatA′ outputs1 on encryption ofm0 is the probability that at leastn/2 of the
runs ofA output1 on this encryption, i.e. the probability that

∑
Vi > n/2, i.e. the probability that

V/n > 1/2 = µ + δ. By the Chernoff bound, this probability is at most2−2δ2n.
In a similar way we can argue that the probability thatA′ outputs0 on encryption ofm1 is less

than2−2δ2n, and hence the probability thatA′ outputs1 on encryption ofm1 is at least1− 2−2δ2n.
Therefore the advantage ofA′ is at least

AdvA′ ≥ (1− 2−2δ2n)− 2−2δ2n = 1− 21−2δ2n

And thereforeAdvA′ ≥ 1 − 2−τ if 2δ2n > τ + 1, which holds ifn > τ+1
2δ2 . If δ is not negligible

thenδ(τ) > 1/p(τ) for some polynomialp and all large enoughτ ’s, in which case the equation
holds for all large enoughτ ’s as long asn > 1

2(τ + 1)p2(τ), which is polynomial inτ .

Note that the same argument fails whenδ is negligible inτ , for exampleδ = 2−τ . In this
case we’d have to maken > 1

2 (τ + 1)22τ which would be exponential inτ and thusA′ would be
inefficient.
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